List of Spring 2020 Library Research Workshops (and workshop topics in parentheses):

Thursday, Feb. 13, from 1-2 pm: **ABCs of Research**
Friday, Feb. 21, from 11 am - 12 pm: **Citing Sources and Avoiding Plagiarism**
Sunday, Feb. 23, from 12:30-1:30 pm: **Evaluating Credibility of Sources**
Monday, March 2, from 2:30-3:30 pm: **Evaluating Credibility of Sources**
Monday, March 2, from 6-7 pm: **Using OneSearch, the New Library Catalog**
Wednesday, March 4, from 11:30 am - 12:30 pm: **Crafting a Research Question/Thesis Based on Research**
Wednesday, March 4, from 7-8 pm: **Crafting a Research Question/Thesis Based on Research**
Tuesday, March 10, from 10-11 am: **Research with JSTOR (a Database Emphasizing Research in the Humanities)**
Tuesday, March 10, from 7-8 pm: **Research with JSTOR (a Database Emphasizing Research in the Humanities)**
Thursday, March 12, from 10-11 am: **Using NexisUni for Legal, Business and Political Science Research**
Thursday, March 12, from 6:30-7:30 pm: **Using NexisUni for Legal, Business and Political Science Research**
Wednesday, March 25, at 9:30-10:30 am: **Using AVON and Films on Demand (Educational Streaming Film Services at the AHC Library)**
Wednesday, March 25, at 6:30-7:30 pm: **Using AVON and Films on Demand (Educational Streaming Film Services at the AHC Library)**
Sunday, April 5, at 12:30-1:30 pm: **ABCs of Research**
Thursday, April 9, from 2-3 pm: **Crafting a Research Question/Thesis Based on Research**
Thursday, April 9, from 6-7 pm: **Evaluating Web Sources**
Monday, April 20, from 10-11 am: **Research with JSTOR (a Database Emphasizing Research in the Humanities)**
Monday, April 20, from 2-3 pm: **Crafting a Research Question/Thesis Based on Research**
Wednesday, April 22, from 1-2 pm: **Fine Arts Research Using Oxford Art Online and Oxford Music Online**
Wednesday, April 22, from 7-8 pm: **Crafting a Research Question/Thesis Based on Research**
Sunday, April 26, from 12:30-1:30 pm: **Supporting Your Thesis/Ideas with Research**
Tuesday, April 28, from 9-10 am and 7:30-8:30 pm: **Supporting Your Thesis/Ideas with Research**
Thursday, April 30, from 11-12 pm: **Fine Arts Research Using Oxford Art Online and Oxford Music Online**
Thursday, April 30, from 6-7 pm: **Supporting Your Thesis/Ideas with Research**
Sunday, May 3, from 12:30-1:30 pm: **Citing Sources and Avoiding Plagiarism**
Monday, May 4, from 10:30-11:30 am: **Evaluating Web Sources**
Friday, May 8, from 11 am-12 pm: **Crafting a Research Question/Thesis Based on Research**
Tuesday, May 12, from 11-12 pm: **Supporting Your Thesis/Ideas with Research**
Tuesday, May 12, from 7-8 pm: **Evaluating Web Sources**
Wednesday, May 13, from 1-2 pm: **Building and Checking Works Cited/Reference Pages**
Wednesday, May 13, from 6-7 pm: **Building and Checking Works Cited/Reference Pages**